CONTEMPO PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Test

Normative

Unit

Value

THICKNESS

DIN 53326

mm

0.9/1.1mm

TEAR STRENGTH

53329-A

N/mm

≥ 20N min

ADHESION

ISO 11644

N/cm

≥ 2 N/cm min

COLOUR FASTNESS - ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

ISO 105-B02

72 hr

≥ 4 min
(Blue Scale)

FLEX RESISTANCE

ISO 5402

> 50000 cycles

No Cracks

COLOUR FASTNESS TO RUBBING

ISO 11640

500 cycles dry

≥ 4 min
(Grey Scale)

ISO 11640

250 cycles wet

≥ 4 min
(Grey Scale)

FLAMMABILITY

BS 5853 – 1/79

Pass

CONTEMPO PRODUCT INFORMATION:

COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL NOTES:

Type:
Source:
Average Hide Size:
Thickness:

CONTEMPO is produced by an ISO 14001 certified
company. This ISO Standard recognises organisations
that are committed to environmental management and
operate in an environmentally sustainable manner.

Semi Aniline
Italy
4.8m²
0.9 - 1.1mm

CONTEMPO is a semi aniline leather, characterised by
a rich texture and soft handle, with the natural grain and
features of the hide clearly visible to the naked eye.
Exhibiting a very fine grain with matte finishes in all
colours, the palette embodies the tones of
contemporary fashion.
CONTEMPO is a luxurious product with an excellent
handle, promising many years of lasting comfort and
enjoyment. It is suitable for all interior applications and
has particular appeal to the commercial market.
All colours are in stock in our Australian warehouse and
available for immediate off-the-shelf delivery.
Custom colours are available on request.

The tannery also carries the ISO 9001 Quality
Certification, which recognises its quality
and
management systems. Their commitment to
environmentally responsible production has led to
partnership programs with many of Europe’s leading
green companies in the fields of automotive, aircraft,
marine, garment, footwear and upholstery leather
production.
CONTEMPO is produced using only water-based dyes.
The tannery utilises some of the most advanced waste
management techniques in the industry, with all tannery
wastage (liquid, gas and solid) treated to European
Standards on-site and again at a shared off-site facility.
Detailed product and tannery environmental notes are
available on request.

Please contact sales@verapelle.com.au for care & maintenance instructions

